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1. Introduction
There is now a substantial literature on the economic effects of corruption in developing and
transition countries. Overwhelmingly, this literature has shown that bribery of bureaucrats and
politicians worsens the quality of state-business relations and has a pernicious effect on economic
growth. Several distinct arguments have been advanced. Corruption may create uncertainty in the
business environment, reduce firms’ willingness to invest and slow down the rate of capital
accumulation (Mauro, 1995; Ades and Di Tella, 1997). By contrast, a business environment where
corruption and patronage are rife may lead firms to employ more workers than is optimal, inducing a
decline in labour productivity (Dal Bo and Rossi, 2007). In addition, corruption distorts resource
allocation, adding up to the deadweight loss from government intervention2. Since corrupt
bureaucrats collect bribes by creating artificial scarcity, the government may provide fewer services
or licenses than under a corruption-free equilibrium with government intervention (Shleifer and
Vishny, 1993). Moreover, in a corrupt equilibrium more efficient or better-managed firms may lose
out to their less efficient and worse-managed counterparts (Athanasouli and Goujard, 2015). More
importantly perhaps, the rent-seeking literature has long bemoaned the large non-productive
expenditures associated with corrupt transactions – the costs of lobbying bureaucrats and politicians
and, obviously, the bribe payments themselves (Krueger, 1974; Posner, 1975).
In counterpoint to the mainstream literature, some authors have long sought to qualify the
claim that corruption is invariably deleterious for development. A classic argument maintains that
corruption allows firms to circumvent anti-developmental state regulations (Leff, 1964; Méon and
Weill, 2010; Méndez and Sepùlveda, 2006). More recently, an emerging ‘new political economy of
corruption’ has suggested that the bribes paid by firms to politicians are akin to informal ‘dividend
payments’. If politicians are informal ‘shareholders’ in capitalist enterprise, they have incentives to
support economic policies and a structure of property rights that is conducive to long-term profitmaking (Wedeman, 2012; Uberti, 2016; Khan, 2001). More generally, this literature has drawn
attention to the quality of the rights and rents created through corruption and rent-seeking – the
licenses, contracts, subsidies and monopolies that firms obtain in exchange for bribes. While rents
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Furthermore, government intervention may itself be endogenous to corruption.

are often efficiency- and growth-reducing, they may sometimes contribute to technological learning
and capital accumulation, especially if rent-recipients are closely monitored and disciplined, and
access to state-created benefits is conditional on performance (Khan and Jomo, 2000; Wade, 1990).
This paper investigates the effects of corruption on firm-level growth using novel data from
a recent enterprise survey of 234 industrial-sector firms in Albania and Kosovo – two low-middle
income transition economies where corruption is known to be endemic3. The purpose of this paper
is to apply the theoretical framework of the ‘new political economy of corruption’ and devise an
empirical strategy to test its core propositions. To do so, I augment a traditional growth-theoretic
framework and investigate the causal mechanisms running from corruption to firm performance
along the channels and mechanisms postulated by the ‘new political economy’. I find that, in Kosovo
and Albania, corruption has a significant growth-reducing effect: the average growth rate of firms
operating in a corrupt environment is between 8.2 and 8.5 percentage points lower than the growth
rate of non-corrupt firms. However, this effect is the composite of distinct sub-effects, some of
which are growth-enhancing. For instance, I find that being excluded from the (corrupt) allocation of
state-created rights and rents (e.g. property rights protection, subsidies), non-corrupt firms cannot
use factor accumulation to generate output growth. The marginal product of labour and capital
declines from a positive value for corrupt firms to about 0 for non-corrupt firms. While mainstream
theory can explain the result that corruption is overall growth-reducing, the ‘new political economy
of corruption’ is better suited to make sense of each of the sub-effects and their composition into a
net effect.
This paper makes a contribution to the literature in three ways. First, it bridges the gap
between empirical evidence and theoretical literature by testing some of the propositions of the
‘new political economy’, whose empirical validation has so far drawn solely on comparative casestudy evidence (Khan and Jomo, 2000; Di John, 2009). Second, the paper uses novel evidence
collected through an enterprise survey designed by the author. The overwhelming majority of
empirical studies on corruption are performed at the cross-country level. Except for a few notable
exceptions (e.g. Fisman and Svensson, 2007; Şeker and Yang, 2014), data on corruption at the firm
level is thin on the ground. Third, very few studies explicitly model the causal mechanisms through
which corruption affects economic growth. The ones that do so tend to rely on cross-country rather
than firm-level evidence and, anyway, they neither set their argument upon solid growth-theoretic
foundations, nor do they apply a comprehensive theoretical account of the efficiency effects of
corruption (Mo, 2001; Everhart et al., 2009).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, I draw on the ‘new
political economy’ literature to set out a theoretical account of the efficiency and growth effects of
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corruption. In section 3, I employ this framework to augment a neo-classical production model and
derive an empirical specification. In section 4, I present the survey data. Section 5 presents the
regression results and section 6 concludes.

2. Theoretical Framework and Testable Predictions
An important propositions of the ‘new political economy of corruption’ is that the ‘net
effect’ of corruption depends on both the magnitude of the rent-seeking cost, and the value of the
rights and rents produced and allocated as the ‘outcome’ of the rent-seeking process. The ‘rentseeking input’ includes, amongst others, the total bribe transacted and the total lobbying
expenditure. The ‘rent outcome’ refers to the property rights created or destroyed as a result of the
rent-seeking process, or the licenses, subsides or monopolies that are granted in exchange for
corrupt payments (Khan, 2000: 72-73).
Most of the literature on corruption has focused on the efficiency losses caused by rentseeking costs: inputs that could be used productively are dissipated in rent-seeking contests.
However, while the ‘rent-seeking input’ is always negative, the value of the ‘rent outcome’ depends
on whether the rents created through corruption generate productivity-reducing distortions or
induce learning and gains in technical efficiency. If the value of corruption-induced rents – as
measured by their effect on industrial output – is positive and larger than the output loss due to
rent-seeking, it follows that the rent-seeking process is overall growth-enhancing. If, on the other
hand, the value of the rights and rents created is lower than the rent-seeking costs (or, worse still, if
it is negative), the net effect of corruption is to reduce growth.
These two effects can be represented diagrammatically in a production function (Figure 1).
Consider a two-sector economy whose production possibility frontier is given by curve PP (Khan,
2000: 80-82). The international price of X in terms of Y is given by the slope of the parallel price lines.
At equilibrium, the economy produces a combination 𝐴∗ (𝑥 ∗ ; 𝑦 ∗ ) of goods X and Y. This is the
combination that maximises total output, which measured in terms of X is equal to 𝑋0∗ . Now, let us
assume that firms producing Y pay bribes in order to obtain rents, e.g. protection from import
competition. The rent-seeking expenditure reduces the volume of inputs available for production, so
that production at equilibrium declines from A* to B. The total rent-seeking cost, measured in terms
of X, is (𝑋𝑟 − 𝑋0∗ ) < 0. The net effect, however, depends on the value of the rent outcome. Typically,
import protection would increase the domestic price of Y; more firms would invest in sector X and
production would shift from B to 𝐶− , causing a welfare loss equal to (𝑋− − 𝑋𝑟 ) < 0. If, on the other
hand, the protective barriers erected by corruption allow infant industries to improve technical
efficiency, production may move outward to 𝐶+ . The value of this rent outcome, that is (𝑋+ − 𝑋𝑟 ) >
|𝑋𝑟 − 𝑋0∗ | > 0, implies a net positive effect of corruption.

[Figure 1]

This analysis implies that, at the firm level, the total effect of corruption on output can be
disaggregated into the following components. First, the rent-seeking expenditure associated with
corruption (e.g. the bribe) may have a negative effect on the mobilization of factor inputs: holding
everything else constant, rent-seeking expenditures lower the amount of resources available for
investment or for expanding the workforce (effect [1] in Figure 2). This effect is captured by the
shrinking of the production possibility frontier PP (Figure 1). Second, rent-seeking may occasion a
loss of technical efficiency. To compete in rent-seeking contests, firm managers need to divert time
and resources from management to the task of negotiating and transacting bribes [2]. Thus, holding
the volume of inputs constant, all possible output combinations are lower, as reflected in a smaller
production possibility curve.
Third, the winners in rent-seeking contests (i.e. firms in sector Y) benefit from the rents or
rights created by means of corruption. At the firm level, rents may either affect the rate of factor
accumulation [3a] or moderate the growth effects of marginal factor additions [3b]. For example,
corrupt firms may benefit from subsidised credit or technology grants. These rents, in turn, may
increase the rate of investment and facilitate sustainable workforce expansion [3a]. Further, import
protection and subsidies may increase output and sales by raising the marginal product of capital,
while workforce training schemes may raise the marginal product of labour [3b]. The positive effects
of corruption may, however, fall short of the gains. For one thing, the value of the rent outcome for
the winners of rent-seeking contests may be much larger than the loss imposed upon the losers.
Accordingly, the X-Y combination represented by point 𝐶− is not output-maximising (Figure 1). For
another, the production possibility frontier after the rent is allocated is lower than the production
possibility frontier with no corruption. This is because the rent-seeking cost expended to bring about
this structure of rents consumes inputs that could otherwise be used productively, and lowers total
factor productivity (TFP). Even in the presence of growth-enhancing sub-effects, the net effect of
corruption may be negative unless the efficiency loss from rent-seeking is offset.
Fourth, if rent recipients are monitored and disciplined and learning is induced, the rent
outcome may indeed raise the total factor productivity (TFP) of firms and the economy [4], rather
than just the volume and productivity of factor inputs ([3a], [3b]). For instance, rent recipients may
use the super-profits they earn from monopoly or import protection to invest in efficiencyenhancing technologies – especially if nudged to do so by state economic planners. If the efficiency
gains from rent-induced innovations are larger than the efficiency loss due to rent-seeking, the total
effect of corruption is positive, as represented by equilibrium point 𝐶+ .

[Figure 2]
The channels through which the effects of rents and rent-seeking affect firm performance
are summarised in Figure 2. The diagram follows a Schumpeterian framework that distinguishes two
main sources of growth: the growth rate of capital and labour, related to changes in factor
availability; and the growth rate of TFP, which reflects changes in the relations of production and in
technology (Mo, 2001: 68). Corruption has an ambiguous effect on both factor accumulation and TFP
growth: while the rent-seeking cost has a negative effect ([1], [2]), the rent outcome may increase
both ([3a], [4]), offsetting the initial dissipation of resources in rent-seeking. At the same time,
corruption may intensify (or dampen) the effect of factor additions on output growth [3b]: due to
the rents they capture, corrupt firms may be able to make more out of a marginal unit of labour or
capital.
Whether the value of the rent outcome offsets the rent-seeking cost, and which of the three
effects depicted in Figure 2 prevails in determining the net effect of corruption depends on countrylevel characteristics. In particular, the politics of rent-seeking contests will determine the total
volume of resources that firms devote to soliciting rents in a year. By the same token, the range of
economic policy tools available to public officials for manipulation determines the nature and range
of the rents deployed in corrupt transactions, while the state’s capacity to monitor and exact
performance from private firms affects the quality of rent-management, and the extent to which
rent deployment promotes technological learning.
An important proposition advanced in the ‘new political economy’ literature is that
corruption under centralized regimes of rent-management can have an overall positive effect on
growth, while corruption under de-centralized regimes of rent-management is typically growthreducing, as suggested in traditional corruption theory (Uberti, 2016; Khan and Jomo, 2000; Khan,
2001; Di John, 2009). In centralized regimes, top-level politicians enjoy a monopoly over bribe
collection. At the same time, the lower rungs of the economic bureaucracy are competent,
disciplined and corruption-free. This reduces the transaction costs of rent-seeking (e.g. the lobbying
costs) and allows the political elite to set an optimal bribe rate that maximises their profits from
corruption over the long run. Since their ‘stake’ in capitalist enterprise is secure, albeit informal,
elites are incentivised to avoid predation and implement pro-capitalist policies, since their corrupt
earnings are predicated on the success of capitalist enterprise. Furthermore, state-business relations
are generally ‘unmediated’, meaning that firms cannot rely on organizationally powerful political
intermediaries to protect their rents indefinitely. Thus, continuing access to rents remains
conditional on learning and firm performance and ‘feather-bedding’ is less common.

Most case-study evidence suggests that the rent-management regime in Albania and Kosovo
is generally de-centralized4 (Belloni and Strazzari, 2014). First of all, corruption and job patronage
are endemic across all levels of the state bureaucracy and petty bribes are common. Recent
corruption scandals and high-profile convictions uncovered the extent of corruption in government
procurement in Kosovo. In all cases, procurement managers in government ministries solicit and
collect bribes, perhaps with the complacency of high-level politicians, but certainly with no coercive
control or supervision on their part. A firm from Albania’s textile and apparel industry indicated that
up until 2013 the Ministry of Labour’ employment promotion programme, which subsidises salaries
and pension contributions for new hires, was very corrupt: the Ministry’s officials responsible for
processing applications and allocating the subsidy would typically demand a 50% kickback5. Thus, in
light of qualitative and fieldwork evidence, the ‘new political economy of corruption’ predicts that in
Albania and Kosovo the rent-seeking cost is likely to be high, and the negative effect on both factor
and TFP growth highly significant (effects [1] and [2] in Figure 2). This is because firm managers are
likely to have to use significant time and monetary resources for negotiating and paying bribes
across their interactions with state authorities – resources that could otherwise be employed
productively.
Secondly, firms can rely on powerful political organizers to obtain and defend their
privileges, with political parties, media groups and informal political networks serving as
intermediaries in state-business relations and factional competition. One of the survey questions
asked respondents the following (N = 203):
‘In your industrial sector, businesses with strong personal connections to political parties or
media groups usually have a greater chance of securing procurements contracts, licenses or
regulatory favours (even if they don’t have strong personal connections with political leaders
or state officials in power)’
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political economy’ predicts that the rents created and sustained through corruption are unlikely to
foster TFP growth (effect [4]). If firms can rely on powerful political organizations to bypass their end
of the bargain with high-level politicians, firms have little incentive to improve technical efficiency,
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for access to rents is effectively no longer conditional on performance. Thus, rents might only foster
‘feather-bedding’.
To be sure, rent distribution might still spur output growth by aiding factor accumulation and
increasing the marginal product of factor additions (effects [3a] and [3b]). Yet, in Albania and Kosovo,
the highly ‘neo-liberalized’ regulatory environment leaves public officials few economic policy tools
to manipulate for purposes of patronage (Uberti, 2014). Since the formal prerogatives of the state
are so few, very few economic rights and rents may be ‘sold’ corruptively8. Thus, theory predicts that
effects [3a] and [3b], if statistically significant at all, should be economically small. In sum, the ‘new
political economy’ predicts corruption in Albania and Kosovo to be, on net, growth-reducing: a decentralized rent-management regime implies that rent-seeking costs are likely to be very high, while
the developmental value of the rent outcome relatively low. Consequently, the equilibrium effect is
likely to be best characterised by point 𝐶− in Figure 1.

3. Model and Empirical Specification
To measure the effects depicted in Figure 2, I rely on a neo-classical growth-theoretic
framework. To model the basic Schumpeterian growth process, I assume a Cobb-Douglass
production function of the form 𝑦 = (𝑇𝐹𝑃)𝐿𝛼 𝐾𝛽 , where y is output, L and K are labour and capital,
TFP is an index of technological progress, and α and β are the output elasticities of labour and
capital, respectively. The choice of functional form is not motivated on theoretical grounds, but by
data limitations: firm-level data on inputs and outputs is collected in percentage changes, rather
than in levels. Taking logs and differencing with respect to time, I obtain:
∆ ln(𝑦) = 𝛼∆ ln(𝐿) + 𝛽∆ ln(𝐾) + ∆ ln(𝑇𝐹𝑃)

(1)

where ∆ln(. ) is the average year-on-year growth rate of variable (.) during 2011-20159, as in Şeker
and Yang (2014: 254).
∆ln(𝑇𝐹𝑃) is a residual or ‘black-box’ term that captures the rate of technological
development across the economy, with a similar and uniform impact across firms. However, I follow
Achy and Sekkat (2011: 619) in allowing a component of TFP to depend on firm-level or other subnational characteristics. While the economy-wide development of the forces of production
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∆ ln 𝑦 = ∑𝑇𝑡 ∆ ln 𝑦𝑡 = ∑𝑇𝑡[𝛼∆ ln(𝐿𝑡 ) + 𝛽∆ ln(𝐾𝑡 )] = 𝛼 ∑𝑇𝑡 ∆ ln(𝐿𝑡 ) + 𝛽 ∑𝑇𝑡 ∆ ln(𝐾𝑡 ) = 𝛼∆ ln(𝐿) +
𝑇
𝑇
𝑇
𝛽∆ ln(𝐾)

determines the average technical efficiency of firms, firms are heterogeneous in that they may be
more or less efficient that the average level.
I model this variation as a function of the following factors. The age of the firm captures the
neo-classical convergence hypothesis, which postulates that firms (or countries) should experience a
progressive slowdown in economic growth relative to their steady-state output level (Sen and Te
Velde, 2009: 1273). This is because technical learning is relatively easy at low levels of development,
whereas innovation becomes much more complex as the division of labour increases with income.
Two variables proxy for the level of human capital and management quality of the firm: the share of
engineers in total workforce and a dummy for whether the manager/owner has a university-level
degree. Three legal form dummies capture whether the firm is foreign-owned, a joint venture
between domestic and foreign capital, or a former socially-owned enterprise. I also include a dummy
to control for any ‘capital city’ effect from agglomeration economies. Lastly, since my theory
postulates that corruption should have an effect on TFP (effects [2] and [4] in Figure 2), I also include
the variable of interest, i.e. corruption (CORR). In line with the cross-country literature (Mauro,
1995; Mo, 2001), I posit that it is the level of corruption at time t (e.g. the volume of bribes, the
range and value of the rents provided) that has an effect on TFP and output growth at time t.
The theory presented in section 2 also posits that corruption should moderate the growth
effect of marginal factor additions (effect [3b]). To account for this effect, I allow the output
elasticities α and β to be linear functions of the corruption variable: 𝛼 = 𝛼1 + 𝛼2 𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑅; 𝛽 = 𝛽1 +
𝛽2 𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑅, so that the log-linearized equation includes interaction terms. Letting the subscript i
denote a firm, the regression equation may thus be written as:
∆ln𝑦𝑖 = 𝛼1 ∆ln𝐿𝑖 + 𝛽1 ∆ ln 𝐾𝑖

+

𝛼2 𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑅𝑖 ∙ ∆ ln 𝐿𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑅𝑖 ∙ ∆ ln 𝐾𝑖

+ ∑ 𝜇𝑛 𝑋𝑛𝑖 + 𝜑𝐴𝑙𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑎𝑖 + 𝑝0 + 𝜀𝑖

+

𝜌𝐶𝑂𝑅𝑅𝑖
(2)

𝑛

where the vectors of controls 𝑋𝑛𝑖 includes all the firm-level variables described above, Albania is a
country dummy, 𝜀𝑖 is a random firm-level disturbance and 𝑝0 is a constant representing the average
rate of technological progress across the economy.
To further investigate effects [2], [4] and [3b], I also derive and estimate a labour
productivity model. To do so, I divide both sides of the Cobb-Douglass equation by L. Rearranging,
and assuming variable returns to scale, I obtain the following expression, after logging and
differencing:
𝑦
𝐾
∆ ln ( ) = 𝛽∆ ln ( ) + 𝛾∆ ln(𝐿) + ∆ ln(𝑇𝐹𝑃)
𝐿
𝐿

(3)

where y/L is the average product of labour, K/L is the capital-labour ratio, L is a proxy for plant size,
and 𝛾 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 − 1. The empirical specification for labour productivity also includes all the controls
and interactions shown in equation (2)10.
Lastly, to estimate the magnitude of effects [1] and [3a], I use the same Cobb-Douglass
production function to derive equations for capital and labour demand (Achy and Sekkat, 2011;
Milner and Wright, 1998). Under the assumption of perfect competition, firms are wage and price
takers. This implies that, if firms are profit-maximisers, the marginal product of labour and capital
equal, respectively, the (real) wage rate (w) and the rental cost of capital (r). Since the marginal
product of L/K (i.e. 𝜕𝑦/𝜕𝐿; 𝜕𝑦/𝜕𝐾) equals the average product (𝑦/𝐿; 𝑦/𝐾) times the elasticity (α; β),
I can write the following system of simultaneous equations11:
𝑤
𝐿
𝛼
{
𝑟
𝑦= 𝐾
𝛽
𝑦=

(4𝑎)
(4𝑏)

Logging and differencing, and solving for L and K, I obtain the following reduced-form equations for
capital and labour demand:

{

∆ ln(𝐿) = 𝜑1 ∆ ln(𝑟) + 𝜃1 ∆ ln(𝑤) + ∆ ln(𝑇𝐹𝑃)
−
∆ ln(𝐾) = 𝜑2 ∆ ln(𝑟) + 𝜃2 ∆ ln(𝑤) + ∆ ln(𝑇𝐹𝑃)

(5𝑎)
(5𝑏)

The empirical counterparts to equations (5) include all the controls and interactions included in
equation (2): since 𝜑 and 𝜃 are (non-linear) functions of α and β, which in turn are functions of
CORR, I interact ∆ ln(𝑟) and ∆ ln(𝑤) with CORR12.
My preferred identification strategy involves estimating the regression equations with OLS.
To be sure, estimating equations (5) with OLS may lead to biased results since the quantity of capital
and labour transacted at equilibrium is the simultaneous effect of both demand and supply effects
(Achy and Sekkat, 2011: 621). To put it simply, an increase in w may cause a decrease in L (demand),
but the reverse effect is also possible: a decrease in L (supply) may cause an increase in w. While this
may be the case in the context of industrialized economies, I submit that reverse causality of this
kind is unlikely t be operative in the context of low-middle income countries such as Albania and
Kosovo. In developing economies, labour supply may be said to be by definition ‘unlimited’ (Lewis,
1954) – that is, practically ‘infinite’ relative to labour demand. If so, in the supply equation labour is
10
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capital and labour are simultaneous.
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no longer a function of w13. Therefore, equation (5a) would provide a reliable identification of labour
demand. Similarly, the supply of capital in developing countries may be said to be by definition
‘limited’ – that is, approximately zero relative to firms’ demand for capital. If so, the dependent
variable in the supply equation (K) is no longer a function of r, so that equation (5b) reliably
identifies the demand effect.

4. Data
The dataset was assembled using results from an enterprise survey of 234 industrial-sector
firms in Albania and Kosovo. All interviews were conducted face-to-face by Albanian-speaking
interviewers trained by the author, so that the dataset contains very few missing values. All
interviews took place between February 2015 and February 2016. Firms were selected randomly
from a range of sectors at different levels of development (Table A1 in the Appendix). For instance,
while Kosovo’s food & beverages industry alone made up nearly 50.4% of total industrial valueadded in 2013, the chemicals sector is small and underdeveloped, accounting for only 1.1%.
Collectively, the sectors surveyed make up 90.7% of total industrial value-added in Kosovo, and
81.2% in Albania. In turn, the sampled firms in Kosovo represent just under 40% of the total
population of large firms and SMEs active in the sectors of interest14. Furthermore, I took as much
care as possible to construct a sample that reflects the sectoral structure of the population. For
instance, the share of mining firms in the total population (Albania) is 12.3%; accordingly, the share
of mining firms in the sample is 14.0%.
Some of the firm performance variables are self-reported by the respondents, while others
are computed using survey results. A detailed description of the firm performance variables, as well
as the other regression controls, is provided in Table A2. In the sample, the average growth rate of
an industrial firm during 2011-15 was 8.16%. The labour force grew at an annual rate of 9.31% and
the average annual rate of investment (in machinery and land) was 10.11%. Because of the
industrial restructuring associated with the post-socialist transition, firms tend to be very young: the
average age of a firm is only 12 years. Yet, as much as 30.7% of active industrial firms in Kosovo are
former socially-owned enterprises (only 16.8% in Albania). Most surveyed firms (86%) are
domestically owned, consistent with the low volumes of inward FDI in manufacturing (MTI, 2015:
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Or, rather, the coefficient on w can be expected to be very small, and labour supply almost perfectly
inelastic.
14
Excluding micro-enterprises, that is. Many registered micro-enterprises are sole proprietorships and most of
them are inactive. In fact, many tend to be either fronts for money laundering or ‘shell’ entities established to
apply for grants from development agencies. Thus, I decided to exclude micro-enterprises from the sample.
When measured against the total number of firms (including micro-enterprises) in the sectors of interest, the
representativeness of the sample is 2.5% in Albania and 1.6% in Kosovo. For Albania, data on the number of
registered firms disaggregated by industry-size clusters is not available.

19). There is very little correlation amongst the dependent variables, so I do not expect my
estimation to be affected by multicollinearity problems15.
The corruption variables (see Table A2) are constructed based on respondents’ answers to
th following question:
“To what extent do you believe corruption is widespread in the public institutions and

services that are relevant for your industrial sector?”
The rationale is to measure corruption in the political-economic environment in which the firm
operates. I decided not to ask firms directly about the annual cost of bribes paid to public officials (as
a share of output, for instance) for a number of reasons. First of all, the sensitivity of the question
would necessarily introduce bias in the answers. Second, even if firms do not agree to pay bribes,
demands for bribes already constitute an interference with normal business operations, and can be
supposed to be in themselves growth-reducing (Şeker and Yang, 2014: 250). Third, even if firms are
not directly asked for bribes, operating in a business environment in which bribe solicitations are
common already introduces uncertainty in business operations: for instance, inputs might have to be
set aside in case of bribe solicitations, or more management time might have to be allocated to
anticipating and pre-empting bribe solicitations; furthermore, some of the rents transferred in
exchange for bribes (e.g. import protection for a certain sub-sector) have positive externalities on
multiple firms, even those that have not themselves paid any bribes. Thus, to capture the full
magnitude of the corruption effect, I decide to measure firm-level perceptions of sector-level effects,
rather than use an objective indicator focusing on the firm itself.

[Figure 3]

The responses are arranged on an ordinal 5-point Likert scale, and respondents are given the
option of providing “don’t know” answers. The frequencies of responses are plotted in Figure 3.
52.7% of firms in Kosovo and 61.7% in Albania report that corruption is somewhat or extremely
widespread. Yet, firms in Albania indicate more extreme responses, with a larger share of firms than
in Kosovo reporting both high levels of corruption and little or no corruption in their operating
environment. Since Likert scales are not cardinal, I break the categorical variable (CORR) down into
four dummies, grouping 1-2 and 4-5 responses together. Corr takes value 1 when respondents
answer 4 or 5, while NoCorr takes value 1 when respondents answer 1 or 2 (Table A2). Intermediate
responses (=3) serve as the reference category, and “don’t know” (=0) responses are treated as
‘missing’ information and controlled for with a separate dummy, which enters insignificant in all
specifications. In the complete sample, the share of firms reporting little or no corruption is 8.12%, or
15

A correlation table is available upon request.

19 firms. The minimum, median and maximum growth rate of output for these 19 firms is larger than
for all other firms (Figure 4). Indeed, the average annualized growth rate of ‘non-corrupt’ firms
(9.97%) is about 2.5 percentage points higher than the average for ‘corrupt’ firms (7.38%).

[Figure 4]

For purposes of identification, it is reasonable to expect Corr and NoCorr to be exogenous to
output growth (Δlny). To be sure, firms’ perceptions of sector-level corruption may be influenced by
firm performance. For one thing, a firm’s profit level may affect managers’ perceptions, with larger,
more politically connected, and more successful firms perceiving less corruption in their environment
relative to small, less politically connected, struggling firms. For another, firms may understand
‘corruption’ as a ‘catch-all’ term for the ills of the business environment, which affect both firm
performance and firms’ perceptions of ‘corruption’.
The first problem is arguably solved by first-differencing the dependent variable (Şeker and
Yang, 2014: 247). Doing so removes those firm-level characteristics that may influence corruption
perceptions: while firms’ profit levels may affect managers’ perceptions, it is doubtful whether
output growth may do the same (especially after controlling for factor inputs and other determinants
of output growth). Regarding the second problem, an examination of the 19 ‘non-corrupt’ firms
reveals a very heterogeneous group of firms from nine different sectors, of sizes ranging from 11 to
450 employees, and growth rates between +35% and -12.5%. This makes it less likely that
‘corruption’ may be picking up other unobserved characteristics of the business environment.
Furthermore, two decades of sustained donor-led anti-corruption interventions have significantly
contributed to ‘fixing the meaning of corruption’ around notions of bribery and embezzlement
(Kajsiu, 2015). By and large, ‘corruption’ is no longer a fluid or culturally specific concept. That said,
fieldwork research shows that certain practices that would normally be regarded as (at least,
borderline) ‘corrupt’ in industrialized Western countries (e.g. hiring relatives or extended family in
one’s own firm) are unlikely to be regarded as such in Albania and Kosovo.

5. Regression Results
The estimates of equation (2) are displayed in Table 1a. Model (1) is the baseline model with
no corruption variables, while model (2) introduces the corruption variable without interaction
terms. Ramsey’s RESET test never rejects the null that the model has no omitted non-linearities (at
the 5% level, at least). This confirms that the Cobb-Douglass functional form is appropriate. As
expected, the Cobb-Douglass factors enter positive and significant. The coefficients imply that,
holding everything else constant, a one percentage-point increase in the growth rate of, say, capital,

leads to a 0.281 percentage-point increase in output growth. The coefficients can also be interpreted
as output elasticities: a 1% increase in units of labour (capital) leads to a 0.193% (0.281%) increase in
output. Both 𝛼 and 𝛽 are greater than 0 but less than 1: this suggests that all inputs are within Stage
II of production, implying diminishing marginal productivity. In other words, L and K are present in
fairly similar proportions relative to one another, although the slightly larger impact of K speaks to
its relative scarcity16 (Wetzstein, 2004: 196). Since 𝛼 + 𝛽 = 0.474 < 1, industrial production in
Albania and Kosovo is characterised by decreasing returns to scale: as firms increase the scale of
production, the efficiency gains from a greater division of labour tend to be offset by technical and
managerial difficulties. All the control variables are either insignificant (in which case they are not
reported) or, if significant, they have the ‘correct’ sign – except for the ‘capital city’ effect, which is
negative in the case of Pristina. In Kosovo, being located in the capital city reduces output growth by
over 6.8 percentage points. This may be due to the higher costs of labour and land, but also by firm’s
vicinity to the centres of power: if firm managers have more opportunity to participate in rentseeking contests, they may devote less time and resources to firm management, causing a reduction
in TFP.

[Table 1a]

In this specification, the variable of interest (corruption) measures effects [2] and [4] (Figure
2). The coefficient on Corr is insignificant, suggesting that there is no net marginal loss in technical
efficiency from operating in an environment where corruption is ‘extremely widespread’ relative to
an environment in which corruption is only ‘widespread in some institutions’ (Figure 3). A possible
explanation is that, as rent-seeking costs increase (reducing TFP) [2], the value of the rents obtained
by means of bribery [4] increases by an equivalent increment (offsetting the loss in TFP from the
associated marginal unit of rent-seeking). Firms that succeed in disentangling themselves altogether
from corrupt networks, however, experience a net increase in TFP: the coefficient on NoCorr implies
that (controlling for factor accumulation and other determinants of output growth) ‘non-corrupt’
firms experience a rate of TFP growth that is about 6.7 percentage-point higher than that of ‘corrupt’
firms. This is higher than the 2.5 percentage-point difference estimated in the bivariate correlation
(Figure 4).
Model (3) estimates the full specification with interaction terms. The magnitude and
significance levels of all other coefficients are broadly in line with Models (1) and (2). Indeed, the
significance level of the constant term (𝑝0 ) declines from p = 0.032 to p = 0.088, suggesting that
16

This is somewhat surprising considering that Kosovo and Albania are low-middle income economies and
access to finance is often problematic – especially for SMEs. However, the variable K is defined to include land.
Moreover, firms can rely on remittances and family savings for capital formation. This might explain why L and
K seem to be present in similar proportions.

introducing the corruption variables transfers some information about cross-firm differences in TFP
growth from the economy-wide constant average to the variables’ coefficients. To investigate
whether corruption affects the marginal product of labour and capital [3b], I differentiate equation
(2) with respect to ΔlnL and ΔlnK. Then, using the coefficients estimated in model (3), I compare the
output elasticities of labour and capital when NoCorr = 0 with the elasticities when NoCorr = 1.
𝜕∆ ln 𝑦
= 𝛼 = 𝛼1 + 𝛼2 𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝜕∆ ln 𝐿
𝜕∆ ln 𝑦
= 𝛽 = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2 𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟
𝜕∆ ln 𝐾

(6𝑎)
(6𝑏)

I also use the coefficient estimates of model (3) to compute the ‘total’ (average marginal) effect of
‘being non-corrupt’, using equation (7) (where the bar over L and K signifies the sample mean17). This
is the total effect of corruption taking into account sub-effects [4], [2] and [3b]:
𝜕∆ ln 𝑦
= 𝛼2 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∆ ln 𝐿 + 𝛽2 ̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∆ ln 𝐾 + 𝜌
𝜕(𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟)

(7)

The results, computed using STATA’s margins command, are displayed in Table 1b.
A comparison of 𝛼 and 𝛽 in the presence/absence of corruption suggests that corruption
(specifically, the rent transfers activated by means of bribery) has a positive moderating effect on
the marginal product of factor inputs. While the output elasticity of labour is positive and significant
for ‘corrupt’ firms (0.210, p-value = 0.003), it is statistically indistinguishable from zero (p-value =
0.189) for firms that operate in a non-corrupt environment. For these firms, adding a marginal unit
of labour (or capital) has no effect at all on output. In other words, ‘non-corrupt’ firms operate at the
intensive margin. Indeed, the negative (albeit insignificant) coefficient on labour in model (1) (0.297) suggests that, with respect to labour, non-corrupt firms may even operate in the range of
negative marginal product – that is, Stage III of production. Operating in Stage III of production
implies that labour is present in uneconomically large proportion relative to other fixed inputs
(Wetzstein, 2004: 197). The output elasticity of capital seems to also be sensitive to the magnitude
of corruption, with ‘non-corrupt’ firms exhibiting near-zero elasticities, although this effect is
admittedly less clear.
A possible explanation for this is that politically connected firms that pay bribes to political
parties earn an important rent: access to informal labour recruitment and management institutions.
In Albania and Kosovo, it is common for political parties to use party structures and youth wings to
organize job patronage ‘machines’. Politically connected firms may then rely on these reserves of
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In log-linear models, the average marginal effect is identical to the marginal effect at the means.

disciplined, party-organized labour for purposes of recruitment. Using party-established connections
creates trust and accountability and allows firms to overcome the problems associated with weak
regulation and hyper-liberalization of the labour market18. On the other hand, ‘non-corrupt’ firms
must recruit workers in the open ‘market’, which means that contractual terms are often difficult to
enforce (given the weak rule of law) and labour discipline difficult to establish and maintain (see also
Bhaumik and Dimova, 2014; Kohli, 2004: 98-101). Furthermore, ‘non-corrupt’ firms may be faced
with unending demands for employment by relatives or other individuals linked to the firm owner
through familial or kin-like ties. These ‘personal’ labour relations, in contrast to the relatively more
‘impersonal’ relations of labour recruitment through party machines, may lead to declining marginal
returns on labour.

[Table 1b]

In the fully specified model with interaction terms, the net total effect associated with ‘being
non-corrupt’ amounts to an 8.2 percentage-point increase in a firm’s annualized growth rate
(calculated using equation (7), see model (3) in Table 1b). This net effect results from the
composition of effect [3b], which has been shown to be positive, and ([2] + [4]), which is negative
and very large in magnitude. In model (3) (Table 1a), the effect of corruption on TFP growth ([2] +
[4]) implies that TFP in ‘non-corrupt’ firms grows at a rate which is as much as 12 percentage points
higher than the average for other firms. The very large magnitude of this effect suggests that any
positive learning effect experienced by rent recipients [4] is vastly outweighed by the large negative
externalities that rent-seeking imposes on TFP growth [2].

This result is consistent with the

prediction that Albania’s and Kosovo’s decentralized system of rent-management generates a very
high rent-seeking cost. Lack of discipline in the economic bureaucracy and the prevalence of bribe
solicitations at all levels of the state apparatus increases the transaction costs of corruption (the
lobbying costs), as well as the total volume of bribes that firms have to pay in a year.

[Table 2]

However, as mentioned with reference to model (2), the fact that the coefficient on Corr
(0.451) is statistically indistinguishable from 0 suggests that, as corruption increases above the
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Several interviewees (especially those in labour-intensive industries such as textile & apparel) indicated that
firms have no incentive to train their workforce, since workers are too mobile. The lack of collective contracts,
shallow labour market regulations and poor enforcement allows workers to resign and leave their employer
with no prior notice. Absenteeism is also common (Interview No. 7 with firm owner from the textile and
apparel industry, 5 May 2015, Tirana, Albania; Interview No. 21 with firm owner from the textile and apparel
industry, 4 June 2015, Tirana, Albania).

intermediate level (CORR = 3), rent-seeking costs do not increase faster than the value of the rents
transferred by corrupt means. Since an increase in corruption implies by definition an increase in
rent-seeking costs, a zero effect on TFP growth implies that the increase in costs must be offset by a
positive learning effect from rent transfers19 [4]. Indeed, the learning effect increases in the size of
corruption (by a constant increment c), although it is completely neutralized by an equivalent rise in
rent-seeking costs20. This explanation is summarised in Table 2.
As a robustness test, I also estimate a labour productivity model, using a regression equation
derived from equation (3). The results, provided in Tables A3a and A3b. Consistent with the results
in the output model, the net ‘total’ effect of corruption is an 8.66 percentage-point reduction in the
growth rate of labour productivity (Table A3b, model (3)). Also, it is evident that for ‘non-corrupt’
firms, an increase in the capital-labour ratio (e.g. through increased mechanisation) has no
statistically significant effect on the average productivity of labour. A reason for this could be that,
since ‘non-corrupt’ firms cannot rely on party machines for purposes of labour disciplining,
workforce training on how to operate new machine tools is highly ineffective.

[Table 3a]
[Table 3b]

Lastly, to examine the impact of corruption on factor accumulation, I estimate (the empirical
versions of) equations (5a) and (5b). The results are shown in Tables 3a and 3b21. The labour model
has low explanatory power (R2 = 0.12). This is consistent with the notion that new hires are drawn
largely from familial or kin-based reserves of (perhaps, underemployed) labour. Interestingly, the
coefficient on Δln(w), albeit significant, has the ‘wrong’ sign: a 1% increase in the wage rate leads to
a 0.3% increase in the workforce. This result is very counter-intuitive. However, a possible
explanation is that firms that pay their workers at higher rate will grow their workforce faster
because they are confident about the productivity of the workers they hire. The positive coefficient
on Δln(r) suggests that there is a moderate substitution effect between labour and capital: a 1%
increase in the rental cost of capital leads firms to resort to more labour-intensive techniques and,
accordingly demand for labour increases by about 0.12%. Still, the largest effect on the rate of factor
accumulation comes from former socially-owned enterprises (SOEs): newly privatized firms are
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An example of a rent that promoted a positive learning effect on a (reportedly) corrupt firm is the electricity
subsidy paid to Kosovo’s largest nickel smelter, which went on to become Kosovo’s largest exporter following
its privatization in 2007 (Uberti, 2014).
20
Of course, an increase in corruption is bound to lead to an increase in rent-seeking costs (since more
corruption increases the volume of bribes paid, by definition). If so, the reason why the next effect of an
increase in corruption is zero cannot be that there is neither an increase in rent-seeking costs, nor an increase
in the value of the rent outcome.
21
In the capital model, Ramsey’s RESET test rejects the null that there are no omitted non-linearities. This may
be due to the non-linearities disregarded when specifying the interaction effects (see note 11).

typically confronted with problems of overstaffing. Accordingly, the growth rate of their workforce is
about 6 percentage points lower than that of other firms.
The capital model ((4) to (6)) has more explanatory power: it explains about 35% of the
cross-firm variation in the rate of investment (ΔlnK). In line with basic micro-economic theory,
investment is inversely proportional to the rental cost of capital, and the substitution effect is also
large and significant (a 1% increase in the cost of labour leads of a 0.4% increase in the demand for
capital). Furthermore, firms with foreign capital participation tend to invest more – probably, due to
their greater ease of access to venture capital through their foreign-based parent company. At the
same time, Albanian firms tend to invest less relative to Kosovar firms, maybe because interests
rates are higher on LEK-denominated than euro-denominated loans22.
The corruption controls (Corr and NoCorr), however, are insignificant throughout. This
indicates that the composition of effects [1] and [3a] is zero. This could imply one of two things: a.
both [1] and [3a] are zero, meaning that bribes and rents neither harm nor benefit the rate of factor
accumulation; b. the negative impact of rent-seeking on the availability of factor inputs (e.g. bribes
taking up resources that could otherwise be invested productively) is cancelled out by the rents that
corrupt firms obtain by means of bribery (e.g. technology grants, subsidized credit). Either way,
effects [1] and [3a] seem to jointly add very little to the overall effect of corruption estimated using
the output model.
Furthermore, since the interaction terms are also insignificant, it can be concluded that
there is no difference in the price elasticity of capital demand between ‘corrupt’ and ‘non-corrupt’
firms (see model (6) in Table 3b). The price elasticity of labor demand, however, is only non-zero for
‘corrupt’ firms (model (3) in Table 3b). This result confirms the earlier argument that ‘non-corrupt’
firms, being outside of the party-based system of labour disciplining, may be faced with burdening
demands for employment by their own kin, and thus hire workers with no regard for the going wage
rate.

6. Conclusion
The results of my empirical analysis are broadly in line with the predictions derived in
section 2 from an application of the ‘new political economy of corruption’ to the case of Albania and
Kosovo. The rents transferred to private firms in exchange for bribes increase the marginal
productivity of both labour and capital [3b]. However, the effect is economically small: the increase
in the rate of output growth due to this effect, holding everything else constant, is only about 0.2
percentage points (Table 1b). Further, net of the associated rent-seeking costs [1], rents seem to
have no overriding effect on factor accumulation [3a]. While I hypothesized that rent recipients may
22

The economy of Kosovo is fully ‘euroized’.

be experiencing a learning effect [4], this effect is vastly outweighed by the negative effect of rentseeking on TFP growth [2], as may be expected in a de-centralized system of rent-management.
Overall, my results confirm the prediction that the ‘total’ effect of corruption – that is, aggregating
all the three effects described in Figure 2 – is negative. Indeed, this effect is also economically large:
holding everything else constant, non-corrupt firms grow at a rate that is between 8.2 and 8.5
percentage points higher than other firms.
To be sure, with regards to the ‘total’ effect, traditional corruption theory and the ‘new
political economy’ are observationally equivalent: they both predict that corruption should be
growth-reducing. Thus, this result is not per se sufficient to adjudicate the merits of these two
theories. However, the ‘new political economy’ approach permits a more detailed disaggregation of
the many sub-effects contributing to making corruption, on net, growth-reducing. Interestingly,
some of these effects have been shown to be individually growth-enhancing. In this sense, the ‘new
political economy of corruption’ charts a more fecund approach to the study of corruption than
traditional corruption theory. This paper has employed this theoretical framework to analyse and
measure the causal mechanisms through which corruption affects economic growth. Crucially, the
predictions of the ‘new political economy’ have been shown to hold at the sub-national level, where
variation in the magnitude of corruption is much lower than at the cross-country level. Thus, the
‘new political economy’ stands the scrutiny of a relatively strong test – perhaps stronger than the
cross-country, case-based tests which have provided most of the empirical backing for this theory up
to now.
The ‘new political economy’ and traditional corruption theory, however, are not
observationally equivalent when it comes to regimes of rent-management that are more centralized
than Kosovo and Albania. In these contexts (e.g. present-day China, Botswana or Malaysia), the ‘new
political economy’ would predict a net positive effect of corruption on firm performance, contra
traditional approaches. To better test these rival theories, further empirical work will have to focus
on performing sub-national comparisons in these ‘crucial’ countries.
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Figure 1 – Two-Sector Production Function with Rents and Rent-Seeking

Figure 2 – Effects of Corruption on Firm Performance
Notes: the +/- sign indicates the expected sign of each corruption-related effect
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TABLE 1a - Output - Δln(y)
(1)
Δln(L)
Δln(K)
Age
University Degree
Pristina
Corr
NoCorr
NoCorr · Δln(L)
NoCorr · Δln(K)
Constant
N
R2

(2)

(3)

0.201*** 0.193*** 0.210***
(0.002) (0.004) (0.003)
0.279** 0.281** 0.282**
(0.024) (0.024) (0.030)
-0.278* -0.287* -0.306**
(0.062) (0.060) (0.045)
3.876*
3.820* 4.002**
(0.058) (0.057) (0.049)
-6.879* -6.808* -6.993*
(0.074) (0.085) (0.085)
0.464
0.451
(0.823) (0.830)
6.725* 12.080*
(0.089) (0.077)
-0.508**
(0.033)
0.078
(0.752)
7.381** 6.366*
6.355*
184
184
184
0.23
0.24
0.25

Notes: estimation with robust standard errors; insignificant
coefficients are not reported to save space; p- values in parenthesis.

TABLE 1b - Marginal Effects (Output)

dΔln(y) / d(NoCorr )
dΔln(y) / dΔln(L) = α
NoCorr = 1
NoCorr = 0
dΔln(y) / dΔln(K) = β
NoCorr = 1
NoCorr = 0
N

(3)

(4)

8.190**
(0.034)

8.550**
(0.047)

-0.297
0.159
(0.189)
(0.665)
0.210*** 0.209***
(0.003)
(0.003)
0.360*
(0.096)
0.282**
(0.030)
184

0.156
(0.777)
0.283**
(0.029)
182

Notes: model (4) omits 2 observations with high leverage

TABLE 2 - Effect of Corruption on TFP Growth: Theoretical Explanation
Level of
Corruption

Rent Outcome
[4]

Rent-Seeking Cost
+

[2]

= Net Effect on TFP

CORR = 1-2
(NoCorr = 1)

0

0

0

CORR = 3

+ Low

- High

- 12.08

CORR = 4-5
(Corr = 1)

+ (Low + c)

- (High + c)

- 12.08

Notes: the reference category is grouping 1-2, rather than the intermediate category 3. The
net effect on TFP is the one estimates in model (3) (Table 1a).

TABLE 3a - Factor Accumulation
Labour - Δln(L)

Δln(r)
Δln(w)
Age
Privatized Firm
Engineers/Workforce
Joint Venture
Albania
Corr
NoCorr
NoCorr · Δln(r)
NoCorr · Δln(w)
Constant
N
R2

(1)

(2)

0.120*
(0.077)
0.319**
(0.019)
-0.441**
(0.018)
-6.877***
(0.007)
0.075
(0.605)
-2.434
(0.528)
-2.618
(0.466)

0.112
(0.119)
0.334**
(0.015)
-0.437**
(0.016)
-6.797***
(0.009)
0.082
(0.564)
-1.706
(0.682)
-2.209
(0.532)
-1.600
(0.526)
-0.658
(0.839)

Capital - Δln(K)
(3)

0.126*
(0.105)
0.298**
(0.035)
-0.440**
(0.016)
-6.760**
(0.011)
0.076
(0.592)
-1.915
(0.649)
-2.231
(0.530)
-1.637
(0.517)
-2.219
(0.625)
-0.170
(0.226)
0.258
(0.551)
17.060*** 17.606*** 18.011***
180
180
180
0.11
0.11
0.12

(4)

(5)

-0.403***
(0.000)
0.427***
(0.003)
-0.140
(0.136)
0.643
(0.710)
-0.102***
(0.010)
6.969**
(0.032)
-3.979**
(0.018)

-0.410***
(0.000)
0.428***
(0.002)
-0.147
(0.135)
0.869
(0.604)
-0.095***
(0.010)
7.080**
(0.032)
-3.999**
(0.012)
0.949
(0.589)
3.263
(0.213)

(6)

-0.411***
(0.000)
0.420***
(0.007)
-0.148
(0.137)
0.807
(0.638)
-0.095**
(0.011)
7.067**
(0.034)
-3.984**
(0.013)
0.940
(0.594)
2.350
(0.486)
0.0333
(0.860)
0.094
(0.738)
10.540*** 9.507*** 9.619***
182
182
182
0.35
0.35
0.35

Notes: estimation with robust standard errors; the coefficients that enter insignificant in both models
are not reported to save space; p-values in parenthesis.

TABLE 3b - Marginal Effects (Factor Accumulation)

dΔln(.) / d(NoCorr )
dΔln(.) / dΔln(r) = φ
NoCorr = 1
NoCorr = 0
dΔln(.) / dΔln(w) = θ
NoCorr = 1
NoCorr = 0
N

Labour - Δln(L)

Capital - Δln(K)

(3)

(6)

-0.498
(0.885)

2.830
(0.351)

-0.045
(0.685)
0.126
(0.105)

-0.378**
(0.029)
-0.411***
(0.000)

0.556
(0.182)
0.298**
(0.035)
180

0.514**
(0.026)
0.420***
(0.007)
182

APPENDIX

Table A1 - Sample Composition
Albania
Number of firms by sector
Base Metals & Metal Products
Mining
Food & Beverages
Rubber & Plastics
Chemicals
Non-metallic Minerals
Textiles & Apparel
Leather & Footwear
Pulp & Paper
Wood & Wood Products
Furniture
Industrial Machinery & Equipment
Electrical Equipment
Transport Equipment
Total
Number of firms by size
Micro (0-9)
Small (9-49)
Medium (50-249)
Large (250- )
Source: author's survey

Kosovo

15
13
0
13
4
2
13
9
5
11
10
3
9
0
107

23
6
27
21
11
16
11
7
0
1
0
1
2
1
127

1
64
32
10

10
82
26
7

Table A2 - Variables: Descriptive Statistics
Variable
Δln(y)

Code
dy_per

Δln(L)

dl_per

Description
Avera ge a nnua l i zed percentage cha nge i n fi rm s a l es , 2011-2015.
Obtai ned di rectly from the res pondent
Avera ge pecentage cha nge i n s i ze of the l a bour force. Ca l cua ted from
the current number of empl oyees a nd the number of new hi res /l a yoffs duri ng 2011-15. Annua l i zed us i ng a geometri c mea n of wi th
formul a : Δl n(L) = (l nL2015/l nL2011)1/4 - 1
Avera ge percentage cha nge i n ca pi tal s tock. It i ncl udes ma chi nery a nd
l a nd. Ca l cul a ted from current va l ue of the ca pi tal s tock a nd the total
i nves tment ma de duri ng 2011-15 (K2011 = K2015 - Inves tment). Annua l i zed
us i ng a geometri c mea n (s ee a bove).

N
222

Mean St.Dev.
8.16 16.31

223

9.31

16.85

188

10.11

12.27

Δln(K)

dk_per

Δln(y/L)
Δln(K/L)
Δln(r)

dYtoL_per Ca l cul a ted a s Δl n(y) - Δl n(L)
dKtoL_per Ca l cul a ted a s Δl n(K) - Δl n(L)
Ca l cul a td a s Δl n(y/K) = Δl n(y) - Δl n(K), us i ng equa tion (4b) (a s i n Achy
dr_per

219
185
185

-1.09
1.10
-1.89

20.14
19.14
16.45

Δln(w)
Age
University Degree

Obtai ned di rectly from the res pondent
dw_per
Number of yea rs s i nce the fi rm wa s l ega l l y es tabl i s hed
Age
HumK_Uni = 1 i f res pondent (ma na ger/owner) ha s uni vers i ty-l evel degree, = 0

221
234
234

5.64
12.53
0.68

7.25
7.30
0.47

Engineers/Workforce
Foreign Owned
Joint Venture
Privatized Firm
Pristina
Tirana

HumK_Eng
Own_For
Own_Mix
Priv
Prishtina
Tirana

Ca l cul a ted a s the s ha re of engi neers i n total workforce i n 2015/2016

231
234
234
234
234
234

8.54
0.09
0.05
0.24
0.12
0.23

11.44
0.29
0.21
0.43
0.32
0.42

Corr
NoCorr
Missing

Corr2
NoCorr2
Missing2

= 1 i f the res pondent a ns wers 4 or 5 to Q1, = 0 otherwi s e

234
234
234

0.57
0.08
0.11

0.49
0.27
0.32

a nd Sekka t, 2011: 621).

otherwi s e

= 1 i f fi rm i s whol l y forei gn-owned, = 0 otherwi s e
= 1 i f the fi rm i s pa rtly forei gn-owned, = 0 otherwi s e
= 1 i f the fi rm i s a former s oci a l l y-owned enterpri s e, = 0 otherwi s e
= 1 i f the fi rm's ma i n pl a nt i s l oca ted i n Pri s tina , Kos ovo, =0 otherwi s e
= 1 i f the fi rm's ma i n pl a nt i s l oca ted i n Ti ra na , Al ba ni a , =0 otherwi s e

= 1 i f the res pondent a ns wers 1 or 2 to Q1, = 0 otherwi s e
= 1 i f the res pondent a ns wers "don't know" to Q1, = 0 otherwi s e

TABLE A3a - Labour Productivity - Δln(y/L)

Δln(K/L)
Δln(L)
Age
University Degree
Pristina

(1)

(2)

(3)

0.277**
(0.024)
-0.510***
(0.000)
-0.298**
(0.048)
4.097**
(0.046)
-6.905*
(0.073)

0.278**
(0.024)
-0.515***
(0.000)
-0.322**
(0.036)
4.165**
(0.040)
-6.872*
(0.084)
0.439
(0.833)
8.674**
(0.018)

7.471**
183
0.52

6.520*
183
0.53

0.283**
(0.029)
-0.508***
(0.000)
-0.322**
(0.038)
4.198**
(0.041)
-6.738*
(0.100)
0.454
(0.829)
10.246
(0.159)
-0.093
(0.620)
-0.163
(0.716)
6.415*
183
0.53

Corr
NoCorr
NoCorr · Δln(K/L)
NoCorr · Δln(L)
Constant
N
R2

Notes: estimation with robust standard errors; insignificant
coefficients are not reported to save space; p-values in parenthesis.

TABLE A3b - Marginal Effects (Labour Productivity)

dΔln(y/L) / d(NoCorr )
dΔln(y/L) / dΔln(K/L) = β
NoCorr = 1
NoCorr = 0
dΔln(y/L) / dΔln(L) = γ
NoCorr = 1
NoCorr = 0
N

(3)

(4)

8.663**
(0.020)

8.550**
(0.047)

0.190
(0.231)
0.283**
(0.029)

0.156
(0.777)
0.283**
(0.029)

-0.671
-0.684
(0.113) (0.190)
-0.508*** -0.508***
(0.000) (0.000)
183
182

Notes: model (4) omits 1 observation with high leverage

